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During the first 50+ days of the Lebanese Revolution, Art of Change rounded 
up some of the best Urban Contemporary Artists of the moment, creating 
more than 100 street art murals across Beirut, Tripoli and Choueifat. The Art 
produced in the streets by the Artists has become one of the defining pillars 
of the Revolutionary Movement, expressing the feelings of the people and the 
hopes of a new Lebanon, generating worldwide exposure. 
Art of Change has been one of the main proponents of the Street Art 
movement
in Lebanon.  Working with the street art community, we have elevated ‘graffiti’ 
into a recognized and valued art form that continues the Art of Change 
mission of transforming the streets into open public art galleries for the people 
to enjoy and engage with.

Kuh-Rupt is the platform for our artists to demonstrate their artistic and 
creative abilities, producing affordable, highly collectable, revolutionary 
inspired art . 
The exhibition will constantly evolve and reshape itself as events in the 
revolution and the wider world unfold.  New works will be created that will 
continue the narrative of the street, and the feelings of the people. 

Kuh-Rupt.
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Roula Abdo.

Roula Abdo “RU” is a Beirut born visual Artist that received her master’s degree in Fine 
Arts from the Lebanese University - Institute of Fine Arts.
Roula was always intrigued by the human figure and its condition. This fascination is 
translated in her work as she merges realistic every day human states with abstract 
elements.    
Through her paintings and murals, she is always on a quest for communication, striving 
to catch the flow of thoughts along with the conceptual and expressive act of words 
and the imagery it portrays.
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WORK BY:
Roula Abdo.

Reclaim your voice
سكتنا كفاية

Medium: Acrylic and spray on canvas
Size: 70.0 cm x 100.0 cm
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Corrupticide
مبيد الفاسدين

Medium: Acrylic on canvas
Size: 30.0 cm x 30.0 cm

Dismissed
Medium: Acrylic on canvas

Size: 30.0 cm x 30.0 cm
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Freedom
حرية

Medium: Acrylic and spray on canvas
Size: 40.0 cm x 40.0 cm

Freedom
حرية

Medium: Acrylic and spray on canvas
Size: 40.0 cm x 40.0 cm
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Revolution is a Women
الثورة أنثى

Medium: Acrylic on canvas
Size: 40.0 cm Diameter
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Mural & Street Artwork:
Roula Abdo.

Nour Square, Tripoli
Hamra- Beirut
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Riad El Soloh Riad El Soloh
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EDL Wall
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The Ring Bridge

Martyrs Square
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Chouefait Riad El Soloh
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Electricite Du Liban – Beirut

Brady Black.

Brady draws live at the events themselves because he feels it captures 
the energy of the moment and allows the viewer to experience the subject 
differently than a normal photograph.
He hopes that these pieces will be a part of helping the people have their 
voices heard and a memorial for those living it.
“The Revolution Sketches” project continues with new images added every 
day on his Instagram page: @bradytheblack
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WORK BY:
Brady Black.

Medium: Watercolor on Fine art paper 
Size: 28.0cm x 37.4cm – 29.7cm x 42cm
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Medium: Watercolor on Fine art paper 
Size: 28.0cm x 37.4cm – 29.7cm x 42cm
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Medium: Watercolor on Fine art paper 
Size: 28.0cm x 37.4cm – 29.7cm x 42cm
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Selim Mawad.

Selim is a humanitarian and socio-political activist that specialises in mediation 
and transformational change in conflict areas.  His work is challenging, 
educational and provocative, designed to engage the public and create an 
ongoing dialogue.  Since the revolution Selim has been ever present on the 
streets providing an ongoing commentary with his unmistakable bulls and 
goats that themselves are changing and evolving as the issues and challenges 
unfold. 
Currently exhibiting with Janine Rubeiz and Art of Change.
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WORK BY:
Selim Mawad.
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Medium: Acrylic and ink on Hand made Paper
Size: 22.0 cm x 28.0 cm 
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Medium: Acrylic and ink on Hand made Paper
Size: 22.0 cm x 28.0 cm 
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Medium: Acrylic and ink on Hand 
made Paper

Size: 22.0 cm x 28.0 cm 
 

Medium: Acrylic and ink on Hand 
made Paper

Size: 30.0 cm x 38.0 cm  
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Medium: Acrylic and ink on Hand made Paper
Size: 22.0 cm x 28.0 cm 
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Mural & Street Artwork:
Selim Mawad. 

Electricite Du Liban – Beirut
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Riad El Soloh 
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Riad El Soloh 
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Jad has many aspects to his artist persona.  On the streets he identifies with 
the unwritten divides and fractures of society that are still apparent, 25 years 
after the civil war.  He highlights the remaining battle scars of Beirut using his 
doodle art to decorate buildings that represent ‘landmarks’ of past conflict. 
As a conceptual Artist, Jad has created many public interventions and 
installations both within Lebanon and Internationally.  He is an accomplished 
artist that has exhibited across Europe having received multiple awards for his 
work, most notably the Arte Laguna Prize for Urban and Land Art in Venice. 
Jad has been commissioned by the French Embassy, Swatch Watch, The 
Swedish Embassy and appeared at the 2019 & 2018 Amsterdam Art Fair. 

Jad El Khoury.
AKA Potatonose 
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War Piece
Medium: Acrylics on reclaimed steel shutter bearing 

the scars of the civil war, mounted on steel frame
Size: 90.0 cm x 66.0 cm

WORK BY:
Jad El Khoury.
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Burj El Hawa . 2018
Digital Print Mounted on Aluminium

Edition Of 10
Size: 29.7cm x 42cm

Photo Credits: Eli Abou Jaoudee
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Burj El Hawa . 2018
Digital Print Mounted on Aluminium

Edition Of 10
Size: 29.7cm x 42cm

Photo Credits: Eli Abou Jaoudee
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Words. 2018
Medium: Screen print

Size: 42.0 cm x 90.5 cm
Edition Of 4
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Mural & Street Artwork:
Jad El Khoury AKA Potatonose

Hamra - Beirut

Croydon - London - UK
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Ghaleb Hawila studied Graphic Design as an undergraduate and went on to 
study the classical art of Arabic calligraphy with acclaimed masters.
Fascinated by the endless possibilities of this timeless art, Ghaleb seeks to 
approach it with a new eye.   His work comes from a deep understanding of 
Middle Eastern heritage, spiritual paths, and a continuous search for origin.  
His work “Nuqta” featured in The Sharjah Calligraphy Biennial in 2018, and 
then in 2020, the French Institution of Beirut showcased this work as a solo-
exhibition.  His street work can be found across Lebanon as well as a 21m 
mural in London, UK.  He has held multiple solo exhibitions, participated in a 
number of collective shows and appeared at a number of prestigious events 
including the Urban Art Biennale in Germany

Ghaleb Hawila.
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WORK BY:
Ghaleb Hawila.

Corrupted Passport
Medium: Collaged Screen print

Size 29.7cm x42cm
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Spray can
Medium: Paint on spray can

Thawra Miniature
Medium: Paint on cardboard
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Phoenician bird
Medium: Screen print On Glass

Size: 29.7cm x 21cm
Ready To Hang
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Mural & Street Artwork:
Ghaleb Hawila.

Ring Bridge
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ESCWA - Riad El Soloh 
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Croydon - London - UK
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Karim Tamerji.

Karim Tamerji is an Architect and self-taught artist that was born and raised in 
Beirut, Lebanon.
Karim experiments with diverse concepts, techniques and mediums to create 
a visual confusion that challenges the viewer’s perception. 
His practice expands from single autonomous pieces, to large site-specific 
installations and murals.
Karim is currently based in Beirut.
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WORK BY:
Karim Tamerji.

Stories of Resilience 1 & 2
Medium: UV print on cut acrylic sheet 

(Burned with gasoline and shot by a gun with 6mm 
bullets)

Size: 80.0 cm x 65.0 cm
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Mural & Street Artwork:
Karim Tamerji.

A Collaboration Between 
ZED 40 & Karim Tamerji
Hamra- Beirut
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Installation Art By:
Karim Tamerji.

Martyrs Square
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Dora - Beirut
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RENOZ.

Renoz is a multi-disciplined artist with an education in fine-arts.  He emerged 
as a Graffiti Artist in 2014 developing a style that demonstrates exceptional 
skills with a spray can coupled with his background in fine art to produce 
some incredible works.  He has exhibited in many collective exhibitions and is 
preparing for his first solo-show in August 2020. 
Renoz has been painting revolution inspired work on the streets of Beirut, Tyr 
and Tripoli since the very beginning of the October 17 Revolution, dropping 
some iconic works that are bringing international recognition.
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WORK BY:
Renoz.

In Case of Revolution
Size: 20.0cm x 30.0 cm

Edition of 5
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In Case of Revolution
Size: 20.0cm x 30.0 cm

Edition of 5
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Venus Revolts
Medium: Resin Sculpture

Size: 15.0 cm x 15.0 cm x 48.0 cm
Size: 15.0 cm x 15.0 cm x 30.0 cm
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Untitled
Size: 16.0 cm x 25.0 cm

Medium: Acrylics on foreign currency 
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Happy Independence
Medium: Hand finished print with

spray paint and hand drawn illustrations
Size: 23.0 cm x 63.0 cm

Happy Independence
Medium: Hand finished print with

spray paint and hand drawn illustrations
Size: 22.0 cm x 45.0 cm
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Happy Independence
Medium: Hand finished print with

spray paint and hand drawn illustrations
Size: 23.0 cm x 63.0 cm
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Installation Art By:
Renoz.

Here To Stay Hamra - 
Beirut
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Mural & Street Artwork:
Renoz.

Electricite Du Liban – Beirut
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Electricite Du Liban – Beirut
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Martyrs Square
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Riad El Soloh- Beirut
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DEW.

Dew is a graffiti painter and visual artist who is based in Tyre, South Lebanon. He 
started graffiti painting at a young age. He is a self-artist that has developed his 
skills over time through hard work, practice and a dedication to his craft. 
His art tends to bring social and political issues to life through contrasting and 
harmonious colors and bold compositions.  
Dew uses characters at the centre-piece of his designs with a distinct signature 
style using two vertical dashes as eyes.  Further to his Street Art persona, Dew also 
produces illustrative work under the name Dewdle characterized by the primary 
use of black and white with a single color to emphasise feeling and expression. 
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WORK BY:
Dew.

مين مضّيع وطن؟
Medium: Digital Art Print finished 

with acrylic markers
Size: 72 cm x 70 cm

الشارع للشعب
Medium: Acrylics and Paint Markers on 

Road Sign
Size: 60 cm 
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Art of Change
Medium: Spray paint on spray cans 

Size: 25.5 cm x 15.0 cm

LEB101
Medium: Faux Vintage Frame, 

chalkboard, Spray paint, 
Acrylics and Markers.
Size: 53 cm x 42 cm
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Mural & Street Artwork:
Dew.

Ring Bridge - Beirut

Electricite Du Liban – Beirut
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Riad El Soloh- Beirut
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Ghiath Al Robih.

Ghiath is a professional painter and visual artist who has completed many 
projects across UAE, Syria and Lebanon.  His focus is redefining spaces by 
using murals and art across different areas to engage the communities, many 
of his projects also involve Children and Young Adults.  He is a self-taught 
artist and enjoys experimenting with different mediums and techniques both in 
the studio and in the public spaces.  
In addition, Ghiath dedicates a lot of his time to working on charitable, 
humanitarian and community based projects, specifically those in aid of and to 
support Young People. 
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WORK BY:
Ghiath Al Robih.

Tears of our Country 
Medium: Acrylics on wooden board  

Size: 35.0 cm x 45.0 cm 

The Sadness of Lebanon
Medium: Acrylics on wooden board  

Size: 35.0 cm x 45.0 cm
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Mural & Street Artwork:
Ghiath Al Robih.

ChouefatTripoli
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Riad El Soloh- Beirut

Martyrs square - Beirut
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Negin Fallah.

Negin Fallah was raised in Tehran, Iran and developed her style in Persian miniature 
and manuscript illumination (Tazhib). Her work reflects the aspirations of the present- 
day society by incorporating contemporary elements while remaining connected with 
traditional art heritage. 
In parallel, her academic educations in the fields of graphic design (AA) at Hafez 
University, Tehran and interior design (BA) at Lebanese International University, Lebanon 
have enriched her visual and conceptual expression substantially.  Her painting’s 
aesthetics present a constant dialogue between chaos and harmony, presence and 
absence, creation and destruction.  They are depictions of figurative forms, scripts and 
symbols, which entail the transformation of scenes into metaphorical images that are 
deeply touched by her personal stories, the culture and politics of her homeland of Iran, 
philanthropic ideas, environmental and ecological phenomenon.  
Negin has exhibited her work around the world including Germany, UK, Russia, Iran, UAE 
Kuwait & Lebanon 
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WORK BY:
Negin Fallah.

Beyond the Infinite
Medium: Gouache, Persian ink 

& silver leaf on paper 
Size: 37.0 cm x 37.0 cm 
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Mural & Street Artwork:
Negin Fallah.

Kfarmishki - Beqaa - Mont De Liban
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Lea Bou Habib.

Lea Bou Habib is a visual artist based in Beirut. She first got a BA in interior 
architecture at ALBA (2014-2011), then joined an academy of art in Barcelona 
that teaches painting, drawing, and sculpting. 
She spent 3 years at the academy (2017-2014) mastering her skills in figurative 
art and in mediums like oil painting or clay. 
Lea; born and raised in Beirut, now back in Beirut is working on reinventing 
her language into something more personal and modern. She paints human 
expression and gestures as it is a small obsession that aims to reflect on life 
experiences and subjects.
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WORK BY:
Lea Bou Habib.

Untitled 1-2
Medium: Charcoal on paper

Size: 84.0 cm x 59.0 cm 
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Mural & Street Artwork:
Lea Bou Habib.

Riad El Soloh- Beirut

AL Nour Square - Tripoli
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Marie Alice.

Marie Alice is a qualified interior designer as well as a self-taught artist who actively 
champions environmental and animal welfare issues through her art.
Before the revolution began, Marie-Alice was a studio artist using canvas as her primary 
medium, who has since started experimenting with public art and highlighting the 
feelings of the revolution and the desire to rebuild Lebanon to reflect the values of the 
people. 
Her work is constantly evolving as she experiments with new techniques and embraces 
the freedom of painting in public space.
Since the revolution she has produced work for the first Women’s Candlelight Procession 
which appeared in publications and featured as the back drop to current affairs 
programmes, she has worked with women’s groups to teach and develop painting skills 
for community groups from the poorest and most neglected areas of Tripoli and has 
appeared in magazine publications across the middle east and as far afield as London. 
Reorder Maries street pics – Put choueifat pic with martyrs square pic.  Lose the pigein 
and put the gas mask alone
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WORK BY:
Marie Alice.

Woman of “Thawra”
Medium: Acrylic on Canvas 
Size: 120.0 cm x 100.0 cm 
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Medium: Hand finished 
print with acrylic and glaze 

Size: 30.0 cm x 30.0 cm 
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Woman Lost in Nature
Medium: Acrylic on Canvas 

Size: 70.0 cm x 50.0 cm 
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Mural & Street Artwork:
Marie Alice.

AL Nour Square - Tripoli Martyrs Square - Beirut
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Martyrs Square - Beirut

Coueifat
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Phat2

Lebanese Graffiti artist Phat2 started painting the streets in 2009.
His ubiquitous works can be found across Beirut, varying from the elegant and simplistic 
designs to the complex wild styles, occasionally venturing towards the photo-realistic 
rendering. 
A qualified Graphic Designer, Phat2 seamlessly balances art and science, blendin the 
typographical and visual rules he learned coupled with the techniques acquired through 
years of painting experience.
Phat2 has an extensive history in the Graffiti scene having owned and managed his 
own Graffiti shop/gallery, participated in many expos and painted internationally several 
times. 
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WORK BY:
Phat2.

The New Flag
Medium: Spray Paint on Vinyl

Size: 50.0 cm x 70.0 cm

Beirut Hakat
Medium:Mixed Media on Carton 

Framed 
Size: 60 cm x 160 cm 
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Obsolete Systems
Medium: Chrome acrylic on vintage 
floppy disks, mounted on wooden 

board 
Size: 120.0 cm x 80.0 cm 

Ubiquity 2 
Medium: Print and markers on canvas

 Size: 120.0 cm x 100.0 cm 
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Mural & Street Artwork:
Phat 2.

Riad Al Soloh- Beirut
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Kfarmishki - Beqaa - Mont De Liban
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Moestr.

Moe is a calligraphist that has an established career as Tattoo artist as well as a 
considerable history of street writing.  He was one of the first writers adapting his 
calligraphy into calligraffiti and has featured in numerous documentaries including 
‘Graffiti Men Beirut’ as well as an active member of the Graffiti Scene in Lebanon
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WORK BY:
Moestr.

Untitled
Medium: Digital Print

Size: 29.7 cm x 21.0 cm
      15 cm x 10.5 cm

Edition of 10
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Mural & Street Artwork:
Moestr.

Electricite Du Liban – Beirut
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Kfarmishki – Beqaa District
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ILAT K.

Ilat graduated as a Graphic Designer from the Lebanese American University in 2012. 
She took classes at “Fabiano”, as well as with the deceased painter “Haidar Hammoui”. 
She then started experimenting on her own personal painting style in 2009. 
Ilat is a co-founder of the NGO “AGONISTIK for Performing Arts” (AFPA) & a member of 
“MMKN” NGO for supporting students of the public schools & empowering women and 
is also a co-founder of “MISHKAL Festival for All Arts” launched by AFPA in 2012.
She also co-founded a video production house called “FINE LINE PRODUCTION” in 
Beirut. 
Ilat has participated in several art festivals around Lebanon as well as participating in 
largest London Street Art festival in 2018.
You can find several murals around the city & abroad produced by her.
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WORK BY:
Ilat K.

Mood Swings (Double Sided) 
Medium: Acrylic & Mixed media on canvas

Size: 60.0 cm x 100.0 cm 
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Breath
Medium: Acrylic & Mixed media on 

canvas
Size: 30.0 cm x 40.0cm 

Fly you away
Medium: Acrylic & Mixed media on 

canvas
Size: 40.0 cm x 65.0 cm 
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Revolution is Love 
Medium: Acrylic & Mixed media on 

canvas 
Size: 52.0 cm x 36.0cm 
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Mural & Street Artwork:
Ilat K.

ESCWA - Riad Al Soloh - Beirut Croydon - London - UK
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Mark Ghsoub.

Mark Ghsoub is a Lebanese artist whose work is deeply connected
to his own personal experience of diverse cultures around the globe who, as 
a cinematographer begun his journey capturing scenes from everyday life to 
exceptional moments. 
Ghsoub started his professional practice stenciling in which he converts his 
photographs to hand cut intricate layers of papers to create an image.
His photographs and stencils have been put on a display in Mumbai – India, Ho Chi 
Minh City - Vietnam, Kuwait, Dubai – UAE, Tehran – Iran, New York – USA, Beirut – 
Lebanon. 
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WORK BY:
Mark Ghsoub.

Medium: Acrylic Spray Hand  Cut Stencil - 
Freestyle On paper and framed between 

glass
Size: 42.0 cm x 29.7 cm 
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Medium: Acrylic Spray Hand  Cut Stencil - 
Freestyle On paper and framed between 

glass
Size: 42.0 cm x 29.7 cm 
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The Dove
Medium: Acrylic spray stencilled on 

Vintage road sign
Size: 60.0 cm x 60.0 cm
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Mural & Street Artwork:
Mark Ghsoub.

ESCWA - Riad Al Soloh - Beirut
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Ali Fallah.

Ali Fallah is an Iranian visual artist.  He developed his technique in Persian 
calligraffiti by incorporating Gothic style into Persian traditional calligraphy 
is known as Nastaliq. In terms of concept, Ali’s artworks are inspired by 
Iranian poets of the 20th century such as Hooshang Ebtehaj, Akhavan Sales, 
Fereydoun Moshiri, etc. 
In 2010 he became a member of ‘Iran Photographer House’ after completing a 
post-baccalaureate in Graphic Design at Tehran School of Visual Arts. He won 
the Fajr Festival Award in photography in 2016 and announced as the winner 
of ‘Youth Talent’ at Iranian Graphic House in 2018. 
Ali’s artworks and photographs have been displayed in Cyprus, Turkey, Iran, 
and the UAE. 
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Come to visit me every night
Medium: Ink on vintage moles-

kine paper, framed.
Size: 20.0 cm x 18.0 cm 

WORK BY:
Ali Fallah.
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Come to visit me every night
Medium: Fiberglass & mixed 

media 
Size: 20.0 cm x 18.0 cm 
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Cybele Andrei.

Cybele is a semi professional photographer that enjoys the social dynamic of 
capturing people in the moment. Having been on the streets since the very first day 
of the revolution, Cybele has amassed a huge collection of photos from the period. 

Digital Print Mounted on Aluminium
Edition Of 10

Size: 29.7cm x 42cm
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Digital Print Mounted on Aluminium
Edition Of 10

Size: 29.7cm x 42cm

WORK BY:
Cybele Andrei.
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Rasha Rahal.

Rasha is a Pharmacist, turned lecturer, turned designer, turned artist. 
Rasha co-founded “Surface Visual Communication”, a multi-disciplinary design 
house in 2010. Her artwork almost always denotes a human figure, and this is 
reflected in the way she works to bring her portraits to life through expression and 
identity. She doesn›t define herself as an abstractionist, but rather as a person 
interested in expressing human emotions.
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WORK BY:
Rasha Rahal.

A Revolution Story
Medium: Pen on Paper 
Size: 42.0 cm x 59.4 cm
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Quiet, Riot!
Medium: Print on Board 
Size: 45.5 cm x 61 cm 

Editions of 10

Free (the) Will
Medium: Print on Board 
Size: 45.5 cm x 61 cm 

Editions of 10
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Mural & Street Artwork:
Rasha Rahal.

ESCWA - Riad Al Soloh - Beirut
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Zigzag Zein.

Zein is a professional photographer that stumbled upon street art and Art of 
Change by pure chance.  Being an avid illustrator in his spare time, Zein decided 
to try his skills with a can to produce his first ever work on the Escwa Wall.  Since 
that first day Zein has experimented with many techniques and mediums,  his work 
continues to develop and he continues to push himself  with more complex and 
technically challenging work. 
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Rebel
Medium: Paint Dripping on Canvas

Size: 50.0 cm x 70.0 cm

The Ballerina
Medium: Mixed media in

wood(from riad al soloh sq)
Size: 95.0 cm x 125.0 cm

WORK BY:
Zigzag Zein.
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Riad Al Soloh - Beirut

Mural & Street Artwork:
Zigzag Zein.
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Sumer Ziady.

Sumer Ziady is a Lebanese Cognitive Neuroscientist and Psychologist that uses art 
to express streams of consciousness. She believes her illustrations display how she 
invents reality, in order to connect with the people around her. Especially during the 
revolution of thought that is happening in Lebanon. 
«For the world is nothing but our concept of it, in order to change your reality, you 
must change your perception of it.
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WORK BY:
Sumer Ziady.

أُمتي
Medium: Acrylics on Fibre 

board 
Size: 70.0 cm x 100.0 cm

Freedom Fighters
Medium: Acrylics on Fibre 

board
Size: 70.0 cm x 100.0 cm
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Weesdom.

Wissam is a graffiti artist based in Beirut, who took the streets in 2015 under the Tag 
“WEESDOM”.
His passion for graffiti and design led him to study graphic design at the Lebanese 
University.  
In order to push the boundaries of creativity and gain hands on experience, he 
participated in numerous design and typography workshops around the world, 
such as Mumbai, Mexico, Tokyo and Beirut. These workshops were a major learning 
experience, helping him shape his skills as a designer, and introducing him to new 
and exciting developments in the field.
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WORK BY:
Weesdom.

Untitled
Medium: Mixed media On can-

vas
Size: 60.0 cm x 90.0 cm
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